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Market Update September 2013 
 
Market Overview  
 
The Australian share market held on to Augusts’ gains, moving sideways in September. Global shares, 
on the other hand, recovered some of the losses in August, ending the month 3% higher. Most regional 
centres contributed to the rise with the US’s S&P500 up 3%, Europe climbing 4% higher, and volatile 
Japan jumping 6.5%. Alongside this, emerging markets bounced back from some fairly steep losses in 
August to finish up 2-5%, depending on where you look.   
 
As with shares, emerging markets currencies also recovered some ground against a weaker US dollar. 
The Australian dollar reversed its decline, rising 3.75%. Globally bonds also rose; yields fell across most 
major and developing markets as bond prices were bid higher in a search for yield.    

 
How is the global economy faring? 
 
The fact that shares ended the month higher masks the increasing uncertainty that’s creeping into 
views on the economic recovery – practically in the US, but also in Europe and Japan.  
 
The decision by the US Federal Reserve not to reduce bond purchases provided some temporary relief 
to shares, which was quickly undone as focus turned toward the looming US Government shutdown 
over Senate delays in approving the debt ceiling.     
 
Commodity prices were weaker in September. Oil (-5.0%) retreated after tensions in Syria eased and 
hopes for improved Iranian-US relations increased. Gold (-4.8%) also fell as Middle East tensions 
receded, despite the US Federal Reserve’s no-taper announcement and rising US fiscal concerns. Iron 
ore (-4.6%) declined after two strong months, despite the release of positive Chinese economic date. 

 
How is Australia’s economy doing? 
 
There wasn’t much domestic dataflow in September, and the data we did get was largely benign. The 
labour market looks soft, with unemployment trending higher approaching GFC levels. But retail 
spending was marginally higher than expected, and consumer confidence has picked up, confirming 
the Reserve Bank of Australia’s loose policy is flowing through to consumers.  
 
The employment dynamic is something to keep a close eye on, given the fairly high debt levels of 
Australian households and the move by corporate Australia to focus on costs.  
 

Australian Equities  
 
Sentiment towards Australian shares continued to be driven by overseas events. Risk assets, such as 
Australian shares, responded positively to the US Federal Reserve’s decision to postpone the tapering 
of QE3. Later in the month however, share prices were marked lower as political wrangling in the US 
increased the probability of a partial shutdown of the US government.  
 
Overall, the S&P/ASX 200 Accumulation Index increased by 2.2% during the month of September, 
proving to be more resilient than some overseas equity markets. The market reached a 5 year closing 
high in the penultimate trading session of the month.    
 

Listed property  
 
Australian listed property securities rose by 1.0% in September, underperforming the broader market 



by 1.2%. Diversified REITs performed well, helped by their exposure to the improving Australian 
residential property market. The office and retail sectors underperformed.  

 
Listed property markets offshore also rose during September, boosted by the US Federal Reserve’s 
decision to postpone the tapering of QE3. Overall, the UBS Global Property Investors index (local 
currency) rose by 4.3% Japan (+16.1%) was the strongest performing region, followed by Singapore 
(+5.1%). Australia (+1.0) and the US and Canada (+3.3%) underperformed, despite generating positive 
returns. 
 

Global Equities  
 
Global equity markets rallied in September, reacting well to news that the Fed would not begin 
winding back its economic stimulus program. Sentiment was also boosted by the release of improving 
manufacturing data in the US, China and Europe. Russia’s proposal to put Syrian chemical weapons 
under international control also alleviated geopolitical risks in the Middle East.  

 
The MSCI World Developed Markets Index increased by 4.8% in USD terms and was flat in AUD terms 
during September. In the US, the S&P500 Index rose by 3.0% in mid-September, reaching an all time 
record high on 1,725.5 on the same day after the Federal Reserve announced the deferral of its 
tapering program. However, concerns about a US government shutdown cooled market enthusiasm 
into month-end.   
    
The MSCI World Emerging Markets (EM) Index rebounded in September, increasing by 6.2% in USD 
terms and 1.3% in AUD terms. The rebound in EM equities partly reflected investors’ growing 
realisation that the Fed is likely to withdraw its monetary stimulus program gradually. In addition, 
valuations remain favourable and growth in the major emerging economies appears to have stabilised.   

 
Fixed Interest  
 
Longer-dated global bond yields extended their August sell-off in early September, before falling in the 
lead-up to and after the surprise announcement that the US Federal Reserve’s asset purchases would 
remain unchanged. The 10-year US Treasury yield reached a 17 month high of 2.99% on 5 September 
2013, but ended the month down 18bp at 2.61%. Concerns over the possible (and subsequent) US 
government shutdown spurred a global bond rally into month end.  

 
Global credit spreads generally tracked sideways in September, with periods of volatility driven by 
uncertainty about the timetable for tapering of asset purchases in the US.  
 
In Australia, the UBS Composite Bond Index increased by 0.5% in September. Longer- dated 
Commonwealth Government Security (CGS) yields moved lower overall in September, retracing 
Augusts’ increase as global bond markets rallied. 
 

What is the outlook for final Markets?  
 
Most commentators remain cautious. This is still a difficult and risky environment, with policy risks in 
nearly all key economic centres. But the overarching complication for investors is the lack of 
attractively priced mainstream asset classes.  Share prices have run ahead of fundamentals, pushing 
valuations higher then leaving stocks generally expensive.  
 
At the same time, low bond yields elevate the risk in holding fixed income because in holding fixed 
income because when yields do rise, the price of bonds will fall. Alternative to holding fixed income 
funds would be to consider enhanced cash funds or multi-income strategy funds.   
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